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What is the 
weight of the 
creative soul?



Sum of 21 empowers talented, 
driven and ambitious souls 
to REIMAGINE their futures 
while bringing fresh ideas and 
perspectives into the South African 
advertising landscape.



COLLABORATION
Sum of 21 Academy creates a cohesive 
working environment made up of both 
candidates and agency professionals.



• The strategic and   
creative processes

• Basics of production   
and media

• Time management

CURRICULUM

The Sum of 21 Academy o�ers 
two 12-month programmes, 
one for certification and one 
for work-readiness. 

The Sum of 21 candidates 
make up an agency and operate 
as such, working on real briefs 
from real clients within the 
following disciplines:

• Account Management /   
Client Service

• Tra�c 
• Production Assistants
• Graphic Design / Illustration
• Multimedia / Web Design
• Project Management
• Copywriting 
• Brand Strategy / Brand Design

• Understanding and   
creating briefs

• Agency-related ops   
and finance

• Communication

Candidates work alongside 
professional agency teams, 
learning the skills they need to 
advance seamlessly into career 
roles, while professionals are 
exposed to fresh, relevant ideas 
and insights.

• Ability to work in 
multidisciplinary team

• Problem-solving 
• Decision-making



C A N D I D A T E S
Sum of 21 Academy candidates 
display their passion and 
determination through the lengths 
they have taken to achieve their goals.



The soul of the passionate creative

Great artistry resides in many individuals. 
The ability to create and recognise 
beautiful design, giving them the 
potential for greatness. 

What is it that allows one to achieve 
greatness while others fall short?

There are those whose lights can 
be seen from great distances; their 
talents amplified by their passion. 
You see, while talent can be honed to 
perfection, passion can’t be taught 
or created. It is a part of who you are. 

Talent can lead to success. 
But passion can lead to greatness.

That’s why we seek out those whose 
passion burns deep to work with us.

And that’s why candidates of Sum of 21 
Academy aren’t just creatives, they’re 
an inspiration.



LUYOLO MADWE

Knowing that his future lay in 
the creative world, but aware 
that he would not be able to 
gain the knowledge he needed 
via traditional means, Luyolo 
began sending his CV to 
every advertising agency in 
the country, hoping to gain 
an internship. He received 
rejection after rejection. 

Until he found 
Sum of 21.

Moving to Pretoria for a chance to 
follow his dream, Luyolo has used 
every ounce of the opportunity 
to develop his undeniable talent. 
While Sum of 21 has given him the 
space to grow, his creativity and 
passion inspires every industry 
professional who has had the 
privilege of working with him.

Unable to pay the costly fees for 
his second year of design school, 
Luyolo was expelled. But he was 
determined to complete the year. 
Using side entrances and avoiding 
admin ladies to get to lecture rooms, 
he continued to attend classes and 
submit his second year assignments 
to unsuspecting lecturers.

Once he had learnt all he could, 
Luyolo still needed to pay o� his debt. 
Refusing to allow his father, a local 
missionary, to take it on for him, 
he worked a menial retail job in PE 
for three years. Then, despite his 
employer’s entreaty and a secure 
future in retail, Luyolo handed in 
his resignation the day he had paid 
o� his debt.

Luyolo reflects his fascination with 
the intense cultural soup around him 
through self-styled photography and 
his unusual illustrative style.



ZENOBI FREDERICKS

She then sent her CV to Sum of 21 
Academy, along with a cover letter 
that explained her situation, as well 
as her determination and passion 
to succeed. 

It worked! 

Undeterred by the daunting challenge 
of moving to a new city, Zenobi found 
a place to stay and today, Sum of  21 
has given Zenobi the chance to explore 
the field of account management, 
and build a solid new career out of 
her natural talent in marketing and 
relationship management.

Having gained acceptance for law, 
Zenobi made a last-minute decision 
to follow her dream, and changed 
her major to Media and Journalism. 

Zenobi has forged a path in client 
service, consistently impressing 
agency and clients sta� alike with 
her fast-developing skills and 
willingness to learn.

Style by Zen was born during this 
time – a blog that showcased Zenobi’s 
eye for fashion and marketing savvy. 
Before long she was blogging for 
big-name brands such as Guess and 
Martian, making guest appearances 
on television and regularly 
contributing to online publications.

Sadly, her father passed away six 
months before her graduation. 

Funds were no longer available and 
Zenobi was called back home to help 
pick up the pieces. After ten months 
looking for work in her small home 
town of Klerksdorp, she was faced 
with the harsh reality that, without 
her degree, few would be willing to 
take a chance on her. 



JOANE MAHLOELE

This particular inlander however 
was not built for the seaside, and 
after 11 lonely months she made her 
way back north to start job hunting. 
Being a smart young lady, she soon 
landed a job working in a telecoms 
company – no mean feat for a 
newbie designer. 

Although it was late to apply, 
she wrote what was obviously a 
convincing proposal as she was 
accepted into the 2015 academic year. 
Despite the fact that she knew no one 
in Durban, she made her way to the 
coast, secured a bed in a shared flat 
and prepared to enrol.

Having been asked to come in for 
an interview, she made quite an 
impression and was asked to join 
the programme. Joan’s experience 
at Sum of 21 has helped her gain 
confidence and discover her 
strengths as a designer.

Joan was becoming despondent, and 
she did not feel that she was being 
challenged or learning anything of 
value in her job.

Fortunately, she found 
Sum of 21 Academy.

When Joane graduated with her 
Diploma in Graphic Design, she felt 
she wasn’t yet ready for the working 
world, so she decided to apply to the 
Durban University of Technology to 
do her BTech. 



CASE STUDIES
Each case study is a real brief from a real 
client and candidates work together as 
an agency to get the job done.



PHUZA IWAYINI  -  PROCESS

Inspiration was drawn from 
colourful, flamboyant fabrics and 
fashion statements of the culturally 
diverse township residents.

Within the vibrant atmosphere of 
township life, the pretentions of 
beautiful packaging do not hold 
weight, but cultural relevance and 
“African-ness” are unwavering.

The designers created a base colour 
palette that reflects the quintessential 
African sunset. 

The skull of the Nguni cow speaks to 
the venue of most social gatherings - 
the chesa nyama - where beef is the 
predominant dish served. 
Additional nuances relates to wealth, 
status and being in touch with one’s 
African roots.

LOGO DESIGN

CLIENT
A new brand of wine being 
introduced into the market, packaged 
in a pouch and aimed at the lower LSM.

BRIEF
Design a logo that embodies a quality feel 
that the target audience could relate to.



PHUZA IWAYINI  -  OUTCOME

CONCLUSION

“A well-written, detailed brief becomes 
the foundation for the work that your 
team produces.” 

- Zenobi Fredericks, Client Service



FIVE17 SOLUTIONS  -  PROCESS

17
FIVE

S O L U T I O N S

Companies in the hygiene field 
need to maintain a high-end, clean, 
neutral palette that reflects quality 
and sophistication. 

The hygiene sector is one that 
is often overlooked, and yet it is 
highly visible and relevant to a wide 
audience and a brand’s identity.

BRAND REDEVELOPMENT AND 
WEBSITE DESIGN

CLIENT
A premium hygiene solutions company. 

BRIEF
A brand redevelopment and website 
design emphasising the company’s 
position as a premium sustainable 
and cost e�ective brand.

Using a blend of roman and 
conventional numerals, the designers 
developed the foundation for V17. 
To create a single, cohesive brand 
unit, they introduced a frame, 
e�ectively distilling the brand 
identity into a single image. 



FIVE17 SOLUTIONS  -  OUTCOME

CONCLUSION

“A simple client brief can become a 
whole project – you just need to sell 
your idea.”   

- Luyolo Madwe, Designer
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INFOGRAPHIC POSTER CREATION

CLIENT
Barend Peters is registered as a 
professional engineer and is member 
of the Southern African Institute for 
Industrial Engineering (SAIIE), in 
South Africa.

BRIEF
To translate an article published by 
the client into a research poster to 
use at an SAIIE conference.

BAREND PETERS  -  PROCESS

The creative had to be based on an 
article written by the client that dealt 
with several issues around cash 
flow constraints experienced during 
construction projects.

Designers used intricate and 
colourful information graphics as 
inspiration to find a way to translate 
Peters’ article into a colourful poster 
that would get all salient points 
across clearly and concisely. 

Construction sites themselves are 
seldom inspiring or beautiful, so 
the challenge lay in bringing colour 
and order to what is often a chaotic 
environment.



BAREND PETERS  -  OUTCOME

CONCLUSION

“Deadlines are tough to stick to, but 
you should never compromise on 
the quality of the work.” 

- Joan Mahloele, Designer

BAREND PETERS  -  OUTCOME



FESTIVE SEASON SOCIAL 
MEDIA CAMPAIGN

CLIENT
The Salesian Institute is dedicated to 
improving the lives of South Africa’s 
vulnerable children and youth at risk. 

BRIEF
A festive social media campaign 
aimed at encouraging donations 
over the festive season and 
increasing social media presence 
and brand awareness.

SALESIANS YOUTH INSTITUTE  -  PROCESS

As donations came in, colour would 
be added to black and white images 
on social media to show the progress 
of the campaign. 

Fictional letters to Santa were used 
as a mechanism to highlight the 
contrasting values of kids from 
privileged and non-privileged 
backgrounds, placing them side-by-
side in image posts to emphasise 
the di�erences.

The team came up with an idea 
around adding colour to the lives of 
the kids under the care of the Salesian 
Institute over the festive season.



SALESIANS YOUTH INSTITUTE  -  OUTCOME

CONCLUSION

“Running a whole project from 
strategy and concept to creative 
design can be a challenge.” 

- TK Tshabalala, Designer



At some point you 
realise that there is no 
right or wrong answer. 
You learn, you grow, 
you push yourself to 
be better every day.

LUYOLO MADWE  |  ZENOBI FREDERICKS  |  JOANE MAHLOELE

“

”



The creative soul 
stretches towards its 
unlimited potential 
through the mind’s 
experiences beyond 
time and space.

LUYOLO MADWE  |  ZENOBI FREDERICKS  |  JOANE MAHLOELE

“

”




